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Another Errington Cup Trial has been run at Langridge, with Brian Shuttlerworth, Clerk of the Course with
Chris Kelly Secretary of the Meeting. A fair entry of 30 riders took part, Brian had worked his usual magic with
his layout of sections that took a good number of marks off all of the entries without being too challenging for
the less experienced riders. Unfortunately the old problem of shortage of observers was again evident and
only by other officials including Brian himself marking sections could the event be run. This is a particular
problem when the Clerk of the Course has to man a section as he would normally expect to visit each section
during the trial to ensure everything is going well. One unusual thing at this trial was an entry by a top Road
Racer, Tom Bridewell, who is better known as a works rider for BMW in the Superbike Championship! Tom
showed his slower speed skills by coming well up the finishing order riding in Class “B”. Full results of course
can be seen on our website as above. My usual summary: Kurt Brain, Errington Cup and Best “A” class.
Henry Pym, Best “AB” class. Mathew Hanney, Best “B” class. Steve Wallwin, Best “C” class. Richard Elliot,
Best Over 40. Merv Walker, Best Over 50.
We are still intending to run our Skittles Match at Tuckers Grave Inn, Faulkland but now on a different date as
our original could not be accommodated by the pub due to a clash with another event; the date is now Friday
th
13 November. There will be a nominal charge of £5 per person to cover the cost of the food. Please let either
Chris Kelly, 01225 865497 or Babs Phelps on 01225 723158 know if are coming so they will have an idea of
numbers for catering. Hope you can make it as it should be a good evening.
The “Workers Do” is going ahead as above, all of you should have had your invitations as usual and we all
look forward to a good evening with a Christmas meal and a bit of fun including Bab’s “everyone’s a winner”
draw!
I have a sad announcement to make at the end of this newsletter. One of our members from the club’s
heydays of Moto Cross Organising, Lucy Hughes has died suddenly and unexpectedly. Lucy and her husband
Morris were Competition Committee members and were always at the many working parties and social events
during that period. Our sympathies go out to Morris and the family at this very sad time. The funeral is due to
nd
be held at Semington Crematorium on Monday 2 November at 3.15pm.
All; the best once again,

Terry p

